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Dung beetle (Scarabaeus sacer) pushing a ball of dung;
Inset: Scarab Amulet from Tutankhamun’s Tomb



Two dung beetles fighting for a dung ball



The Australian Thermometer Bird (Leipoa ocellata)

Brooding mound (34 0C)
(1) Natural soil, (2) the composting plant 
mass, (3) egg chamber, (4) sand 
Source: K. v. Frisch, Animal Architecture, 1975 Source: NZZ Folio, August 2001 



Homo sapiens



Human development and waste generation

1. Subsistence society (Economy of scarcity)
goods produced locally, provide bare necessities of 
life 

almost no waste; waste is naturally assimilated

2. Consumer society (Keep and repair) 
all needs met by demand 

goods wasted only if they can’t be used any more 

3. Affluent society (Throwaway society, Apobolic society)
more consumed than needed 

goods wasted after short (or no) use;
don’t keep and don’t repair

Note: Apobletology = Science of throwing away!



Uncollected garbage in Naples, Italy (2009)
Source: Spiegel



How did I end up in waste and become 
an apobletologist?

When I was just a little boy
I asked my mother what will I be
Here is what she said to me:

Que sera, sera
Whatever will be will be
The future’s not ours to see
Que sera, sera

Popular nursery rhyme
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Carbon life cycle assessment 
Carbon neutral city
Climate change manager
Corporate social responsibility 
Decision support system
Environmental change manager 
Facilitation manager
Innovative behavioral change
Integrated waste management
Key stakeholders
Outcome-based recycling
Public engagement process
Policy toolbox
Producer responsibility scheme
Psycho-social impact assessment
Risk-based eco-toxicological guidelines
Sustainability performance 
Waste bulk reduction facility

Dynamic keyword phrase generator tool or Bullshit generator 
http://www.rustybrick.com/keyword-phrase-tool.php
http://www.dack.com/web/bullshit.html

New Terminology in Waste Management



Old terminology 
Muckraker, rubbish carter, ragpicker, garbage dump, burning, 
incineration, compost pile, ashes, horse manure, etc.
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MIT Press, 2000



Selected list of cited Selected list of cited 
works:works:

De excrementis

De egestionibus

Dissertatio de expulsione et 
retentione excrementorum

Dissertatio de medicina 
stercoraria

Dissertatio de utilitate 
inspiciendorum ut signorum

Paris, Scatopolis, 1849
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The business of night soil

- Cassia Ma, the “night soil queen” of Shanghai, 
concubine of Du Yuesheng, controlled the 
remunerative night soil business in the French 
concession (3000 night soil carriers in Shanghai!)

- In the North of China, night soil was often dried and 
used as fuel for cooking

night soil merchants = fuel merchants
- In Hong Kong, the reputed value of the night soil was 

such that Government received many tenders for 
collection and no public funds were used. The 
manure was conveyed away in junks to Canton. 

(see Osbert Chadwick, 1882)
Food for thought: In the past, night soil was handled 

as a solid waste, why has this lucrative business 
been left to the wastewater professionals?



Source: 
SCMP, 25.06.2010



Book 4
The real evil. To pollute 
in order to appropriate?

Editions Le Pommier, Paris, 2008

Question:
“Why do people pollute?”

Answer:
“They pollute in order to 
appropriate” as part of their 
animal origin

Example: tiger (dog, other 
animals) piss/pollute to 
mark/occupy their territory
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The more humans pollute, the more of the earth they appropriate or 
render unusable for others.

The more wealth they create the more pollution they produce, hence
wealth and waste grow in parallel.

Homo sapiens = Homo polluens

Hard pollution: human waste, wastewater, waste gas, solid waste, etc.
Soft pollution: light, graffiti, useless information, useless research?

Implications: Who owns the environment?
In who’s name is environmental management done?



Princeton University Press 
2005
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Source: 
Ravetz, J. Post-Normal Science in the 
context of transitions towards
Sustainability.
Prepared for the International 
Workshop Series – Workshop No. 1,
‘Transitions to sustainable 
development: complexity, co-
evolution and governance’, 20-24 
November 2006.



Interconnectedness of all things
Increased generation of bullshit terminology
Increased complexity of systems
Increased vulnerability to failure
Apocalyptic fear-mongering and green guilt
Increased risk-based management
Increased reliance on decision support systems and/or opinion polls
Expert culture
Problem of ultimate authority (decision making) and its control
Degradation/failure of systems

Common good versus self-interest: ethics and corruption
Incompetence (“Peter Principle”)
Ignorance, uncertainty, certainty
Outsourcing of responsibility and decision making (consultants)
Trivialization of human and societal errors
Wishful thinking and denial

Global systems failure/ societal collapse/ environmental collapse

Modified after Jerome Ravetz: Global systems failures 06/09

Phenomena of Post-Normal World
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Not yet written



Some proposals (M.Sc. dissertation topics?):
- Knowing Where the Bodies are Buried: Detective 

Stories from the Hong Kong Landfills
- The Landfill Babies: A True Story
- Conversion of Country Parks to Landfills: The Way 

Forward to Save the Planet 
- How to Get Rich Without Trying: Eco-Park 

Management in Hong Kong  
- From Rags to Riches: A Recycler’s Dream Come True
- The Nightsoil Tycoons of Hong Kong
- The Kowloon Cultural District: Ideal Site for            

Post-Modern Incinerator
- A Preliminary History of the M.Sc.(Environmental 

Management) Programme in Ten Volumes



Source: 
SCMP, 15.07.2010
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Will we move from a Throwaway Society to a 
Sustainable Society (Circular economy)? 

keep high consumption, recycle spent goods;
zero waste?

Observation: HK doubled amount of waste since it 
moved to Sustainable Society!



Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
where waste accumulates, and men decay.

After Oliver Goldsmith, 1770



Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
where wealth accumulates, and men 
decay.

Original version 

Waste = Wealth
or

Wealth = Waste ?



All is well in future, that is our hope;
All is well at present, is an illusion. 

Voltaire



Thank you!Thank you!

To all graduates and students of To all graduates and students of 
the M.Sc. Programme, the M.Sc. Programme, 

colleagues, friends, and guests colleagues, friends, and guests 

謝謝 謝謝 !!


